TELECOMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY I TELECOM

US-Based Communications
Company
Cost Saving Consolidation for a Mature User of Outsourcing

Objective

About The Client

This client, a US-based ISP, was looking to consolidate its disparate vendor support solutions
and realize cost savings in the process. The solution needed to address both the company’s
business to business (B2B) and business to consumer (B2C) markets for their variety of
Internet solutions, including dial-up, DSL, satellite, cable and Voice over IP (VoIP).

A leading national provider
of integrated voice and
data communications, this
client focuses on combining
broadband solutions with
mission-critical service and
support to create a superior
customer experience.

The HGS Difference
1. Dramatic Reduction in Open Tickets

65%

Reduction in Open Tickets

Our Solution
Through the consolidation exercise and HGS’s initiatives
to redesign the Ticket Assignment Process and generate
a workload balancing Web Portal, we were able to
dramatically improve first call resolution (FCR) and
reduce invalid ticket types.

Business Result
A dramatic 65% reduction of open tickets over a 6
month period allowed the client to realize significant
cost savings as well as increased customer satisfaction
rates.

2. Driving Revenue

95%

Provisioning Rate

How We Do It
Through initiating a process whereby new customers
receive a welcome call to address order status and
reduce multiple calls and customer confusion, HGS was
able to drastically improve provisioning rates as well as
improve order conversions and reduce cancellations.

Business Result
Our proactive processes were rolled out to all vendors,
helping drive a 7% improvement in order conversion
and a 95% provisioning rate within the first six months
of transition.

Program Highlights
Started with a small pilot
of 20 technical support
representatives and quickly
expanded to over 150
representatives.
The client employed HGS to
achieve better organizational
efficiency and consolidate
seven outsourcing partners to
a lean three.
To support these operations,
our team initially conducted
a root cause analysis on
tickets created to reduce the
open ticket rate and optimize
capacity management.
From this exercise, our team
took the initiative to design a
Ticket Assignment Process and
HTML web portal to balance
workload assignment across
the client’s vendor network.
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3. Reduced Customer Churn

5%

Reduction in Customer Churn

How We Do It
To help our client reduce customer churn and
improve customer loyalty, we designed processes
whereby customers were proactively communicated
with whenever there would be any delay in order
completion. We also initiated aggressive and effective
escalation process within the vendor network to ensure
appropriate expectations on order completion dates
were set with the customers.

Business Result
Customers appreciated our proactive communication
efforts, demonstrated by a 5% reduction in customer
churn following the implementation of these
procedures. Enforcing consistency across the vendor
network helped our client provide uniform service
excellence to their customers.

4. Reducing Repeat Calls

~10%

Reduction in Repeat Calls

How We Do It
To address a high level of repeat calls, HGS took an
aggressive approach to driving first contact resolution
(FCR). We created a plan of action to address underlying
issues based on our trend analysis and observations.
We also conducted a customer blitz campaign to
address all opportunities leading to repeat calls and
cases. Based on these initiatives, we were able to
redesign processes and revamp the call back processes
to reduce repeat callers.

• L1 and L2 technical
support, issue resolution,
and coordination with
different vendors.
• Handle Tier 1 DSL
connection issues
(No Connect, Sync No
Surf, Slow Browsing,
Intermittent Connection,
Speed Issues, etc.).
• Provide effective PC and
CPE troubleshooting,
including router
configurations, Configure
operating systems and
modems.
• Address/ route all calls
that require multi-vendor
interaction.
• Schedule repair visits as
necessary, while providing
billing support.

Business Result
Through intentional focus on addressing issues which
drive customer repeat calls or invalid call direction, HGS
was able to reduce repeat calls by approximately 10%.

About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more
competitive. HGS provides a full suite of business process management services from marketing
and digital enablement services, consumer interaction services to platform enabling back
office business services. By applying analytics and interaction transformation design to deliver
innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency and
helps to retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media,
healthcare, insurance, banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, consumer packaged
goods industries, as well as the public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 29,000+
employees in 60 worldwide locations delivering localized solutions. HGS, part of the multi-billion
dollar Hinduja Group, has over four decades of experience working with some of the world’s
most recognized brands.

Contact us at:
1-888-747-7911
marketing@teamhgs.com
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www.teamhgs.com
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